


CAREER AND PAMPHLET FILE 

HELP! 

By its very nature, the library of a new and expanding 
university may seem to be complex, confusing, and even 
incomplete. At FIU we have tried in a very short space of time 
to acquire and organize our resources to give you the clearest 
kind of signals for location and use of materials. 

But a library is likely not to be better than its staff - and it is 
to those professional librarians and career service personnel 
that you should turn in times of need. Whether you are 
wending your way through the great variety of reference 
books and bibliographies, searching for materials in this or 
other libraries, or finding a book or journal for personal 
enjoyment and enlightenment, the staff stands ready to 
provide help. We may not have all the answers, but we usually 
know where to look for them. 

The Staff extends a warm welcome to every user of our 
resources. We hope that you will find the University Library a 
satisfying place for discovery of some new intellectual insight. 
These guides, then, are your introductory aids; your own 
resourcefulness will take you further, but if you are thwarted 
in your efforts and need help, all you have to do is ask. 

Howard W. Cordell 
Director of Libraries 
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LIBRARY ETCETERA 

LOCATION AND HOURS 

Location 
The Florida International University Library occupies the first 
floor and part of the second of Primera Casa on the Tamiami 
Campus in Miami. 

Hours 
During the Fall, Winter, Spring and Summer quarters, hours 
for the University Library are tentatively scheduled as below; 
however, it is wise to consult posted notici,s for changes in the 
schedule. 

Monday-Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday 

8:00 A.M. - 11 :00 P.M. 
8:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. 
2:00 P.M. - 11 :00 P.M. 

Holidays: The Library is Closed 
New Year's Day 
Memorial Day 
Independence Day 
Labor Day 
Veteran's Day 
Thanksgiving Day 
Christmas Day 

Intersession: 
Monday-Friday 
Saturday-Sunday 
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8:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. 
Closed 
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CAREER AND PAMPHLET FILE 

On the first floor, near the card catalog, the reader will find 
career materials and an extensive collection of pamphlets, 
arranged alphabetically by subject in vertical file cabinets. This 
material can be found through a subject and title index file 
located on top of the cabinets. Materials in the collection 
circulate for the same period of time as books. 
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Public Telephones 
Public phones are located in the two stairwells at the rear of 
the first floor of the building. 

Washrooms 
Two Women's and two Men's washrooms are located at each 
end of the gallery at the rear of the first floor of Primera Casa. 

Elevators 
Elevators are located in the gallery at the back of the first 
floor. These are key-operated and will be for special use of 
faculty, staff and the disabled. 

Lost and Found 
Items found in the library will be turned into the Information 
Counter on the second floor and may be reclaimed there. 

Mailing Address 
Any library resources being returned by mail to the University 
library should be addressed as follows: 

Circulation Department 
Florida International University Library 
Tamiami Trail 
Miami, Florida 33144 

Eating and Smoking 
Food and beverages are not allowed in the library. Smoking is 
permitted in the gallery area only. 

Photo-Copying Services / 
There are two coin-operated machines available for use by 
patrons. One is located in the entrance to the stack area. The 
other is in the corridor of the Reference Department leading 
to the gallery. The charge per page is ten cents. 
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CIRCULATION 

The Circulation Department is located at the main entrance of 
the Library. 

Check-out of resources is accomplished by presenting your 
plastic identification badge and library materials to personnel 
on duty in the circulation area. Since due dates will be 
changed only once weekly, library materials will normally 
circulate for a two to three week period depending on what 
day of the week materials are checked out. A daily listing of 
materials borrowed will be available in various library 
departments. Materials are renewable, and there is no 
maximum limit on the number of items that can be checked 
out (with certain exceptions such as college catalogs). 

Students, general public, and faculty members of other 
institutions are subject to the above loan period and will 
receive weekly notices for overdue material. Fines on overdue 
material will accrue at the rate of 25 cents per day, to a 
maximum of $5.00, at which time the patron will receive the 
final overdue notice from Computer Services via the Library. 
This final notice lists the replacement value of the material, 
processing charges, and the $5.00 fine, while informing the 
patron that he is being billed for the listed material(s) as of 
said date. Financial obligations will be cleared with the 
Finance and Accounting Department. 

There will be quarterly borrowing privileges for faculty and 
staff (beyond the normal two-three week charge period) unless 
the material has been requested by another patron. Overdue 
notices will be issued quarterly. If materials are not returned at 
the completion of the academic year, the borrower will receive 
a final notice listing the replacement value of the material and 
processing charges. Financial obligations will be cleared with 
Finance and Accounting. 

6 CENTER LIBRARIES: ENVIRONMENTAL AND URBAN 6 
AFFAIRS, INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 

Environmental and Urban Affairs Library 
The Environmental and Urban Affairs Library collection is 
housed in the Special Collections area on the second floor of 
Primera Casa. It is comprised almost entirely of pamphlet 
material, research reports, municipal documents and clippings 
from periodicals and newspapers. 

The Library subscribes to NewsBank, a microfiche service in 
which representative newspapers are checked for material 
relating to urban problems. The clippings are organized under 
twelve broad subjects and a monthly index is supplied. This 
service began in January 1970. 

Pamphlets and research reports are also filed by broad subject. 

The Library is on the mailing list of many research institutes in 
the Unived States concerned with urban and environmental 
affairs and is continuously receiving their publications. 

A microfilm edition of the publications of Metropolitan Dade 
County is available. 

International Affairs Library 
The Library of the Center for International Affairs is 
temporarily located in the Special ,Collections area on the 
second floor of Primera Casa. Its corlection consists primarily 
of bibliographies, documents, and pamphlet material, with 
emphasis on Latin Americw, Africa, and international 
organizations. 

A complete set of United Nations documents in microprint 
form is available, with checklists from 1961 to the present, 
and a partial set of the United Nations Document Index. 

In addition, the microfiche edition of the Human Relations 
Area File, with its outline volumes, is available. 

Pamphlet material supplied by the Embassies and Offices of 
Information of nations with whom the U.S. maintains 
diplomatic relations is arranged in a "country file." 
Periodicals, such as fact sheets, economic reports and general 
information magazines received from the same sources, are 
listed in the Serials Holdings List, but are housed in the Special 
Collections area. 

Major bibliographical sets include the Handbook of Latin 
American Collection at the University of Texas, the Catalog of 
the Library of the Hispanic Society of America, volumes of 
the Widener Library, Harvard University Shelf List devoted to 
Latin America and to Africa, Index to Latin America, 
Periodical Literature, 1929-1960, and Index to Periodical 
Literature, Africa South of the Sahara, 1900-1970. 

Most of the material in the Center Library is of a reference 
nature and borrowing privileges will be by special arrangement. 
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